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Abstract. LIDAR technology has become a standard tool for collecting 3D data from complex
surface of 3D object such as building and tree in urban area. There is a wide range of investigation
in extracting different man made or natural objects from dense LIDAR data. Practice shows for
extracting information from massive point in complex surface, some clustering processes are
required for grouping LIDAR data. Referring to density and complexity of LIDAR data, conventional
clustering methods are not appropriate enough. Recently several bio-inspired clustering techniques
are proposed to overcome drawback of traditional methods. One of the main categories of these
techniques which inspired by the social behavior of living organism is ant colony optimization. In
this paper, three clustering algorithms based on ant colony optimization are proposed and their
results compares with traditional k-means method. These techniques are based on Foraging
behavior and Cemetery organization of ant colony. Foraging based clustering and cemetery
organization algorithm results demonstrate considerable improvement in quality of clustering result.
Referring to the ability of the ant colony optimization to perform local and global search
simultaneously, these algorithms can find global optimum in clustering of dense and complex
LIDAR data. The main advantage of cemetery organization algorithm is ability to work even when
cluster number is unknown. By hybridization of foraging behavior and k-means, the quality of
clustering result and processing time become much better than other techniques.
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1

Introduction

LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) technology has become an effective tool for collecting 3D data
from complex surfaces such as urban area [27]. These data are the bases of a wild range of
application such as 3D city modeling, urban management and telecommunication [9, 22, 27, 36, 37].
Practice shows that the variety of 3D objects and the massive amount of points require introducing
some level of organization into the data before the extraction of information can become effective in
several applications [9, 36]. Such organization involves aggregation points with similar features into
segments [16]. Different algorithms are proposed for segmentation and clustering of LIDAR data [3,
16, 29, 30].
During last years, several algorithms are proposed to solve clustering problem [2, 6, 17, 38]. These
algorithms can be divided into five classes: portioning methods, hierarchical methods, density based
methods, grid based methods and model based methods [2]. In the context of 3D object extraction
from LIDAR data in urban area, various type of information, such as first and last range and intensity
data has been fused to overcome the difficulties of clustering and identification of complicated objects.
Collecting this information, extremely enlarge the size of data sets and proportionally the dimension of
feature spaces in clustering process [30]. As a result, most of traditional clustering techniques that
have been applied properly in other applications with standard data and limited feature space
dimension are not efficient enough for object extraction process from LIDAR data [29, 30].
Recently, several bio-inspired solutions are proposed to overcome the problems of traditional
clustering methods [1, 5, 14, 15, 20, 33]. Swarm intelligence is one of these techniques that inspired
from self organized colonies in the nature such as ant colonies behaviors in foraging or cemetery
organization, bee colonies behaviors in foraging or mating, flocking of bird and schooling of fish [13,
21, 25]. Swarm intelligence, models such behaviors then uses these models to solve several real
world problems, such as clustering, planning, scheduling, etc [13]. Recently, several researches focus
on developing clustering methods based on particle swarm optimization [14, 24], artificial bee colony
[15, 26] and ant colony optimization [18]. There is a wide range of investigation on clustering with ant
algorithm that shows effectiveness and popularity of ant based clustering [13,18, 19, 20, 28, 31, 39].
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Referring to high potential of ant based clustering techniques, in this paper the potential of this group
of swarm based optimization techniques will be evaluated on clustering of LIDAR data in an urban
complex area.

2

Ant Colony Optimization

Ant colony optimization is inspired from complex behavior which is observed in ant colonies [12]. Ant
colonies consist of simple ants that have no special intelligence. Their group is decentralized and selforganized but several complicated behaviors are observed in this simple group [12]. Studies show
complex behaviors emerge from indirect communication exist between agents which are called
stigmergy. In this way, ant change environment for interacting and based on information perceived
form environment, performs a simple, basic action [13]. Two main collective behaviors that have been
studied widely in ant colonies are Foraging behavior and Cemetery Organization.


Foraging behavior is ability of ants to find the shortest path between their nest and food [12].
Interaction between ants is done by pheromone which each ant after finding food, on its way to
nest, lays it on trail. Other ants prefer to move on the path with more pheromone. These stigmergy
and simple rule, cause ants to convergent to shortest path to food source. There are several
algorithms which try to model this behavior such as: Simple Ant Colony Optimization (SACO) [12],
Ant System (AS) [12], Ant Colony System (ACS) [7], Max-Min Ant System [32], etc.
In this paper we use ACS, because it has a general transition rule and consider exploitation and
exploration in contrast of other algorithms which neglect exploitation.
Suppose kth ant currently located at ith node, for moving to next node j, it use transition rule that is
mentioned in EQ (1) and select next node for rest of its way.
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Where
is a set of valid nodes to visit, is pheromone density on link between i and u; η is
heuristics information that is proportional to inverse of distance between i and u;
,
is a
constant parameter which is trade off between exploration and exploitation; , are constant
which determine the weight of pheromone and heuristics information, respectively; q is a random
number between 0 and 1, and S is node randomly selected according to probability of each node
which probability of moving ant to uth node, can be calculated according to EQ (2).
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When each ant visits all nodes and completes its solution, according to quality of solution, best
ants are selected and only best ants are allowed to reinforce pheromone concentration on the
links of the corresponding best path. EQ (3) show how pheromone is update.

τ t

1

1

ρ τ t

∑L ∆τ

(3)

Where ρ specifies rate of pheromone evaporation and ∆ is amount of pheromone adds to link i-j
by best ant and L is the number of best ants.
This process repeat until termination criteria is satisfied. Termination criteria can be: maximum
number of iteration, when accepted solution has been found or when all ants (or most of the ants)
follow the same path. As a final solution, best ant in all iterations or a solution that all ants are
convergent to that can be selected [13].


Cemetery Organization is another collective behavior of ants which ants exhibit clustering
behavior in collecting corpse [8, 11, 13]. Ants during cleaning their nest collect corpse on its way
and put them together, so clusters of corpse are made. Each ant seems to behave individually,
moving randomly in space while picking up or dropping corpse. The decision to pick up or drop a
corpse is based on density of object in its neighborhood. This simple behavior of ants results in
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the emergence of a more complex behavior of cluster formation [13]. Cemetery organization
algorithms are basically designed by considering the concept of a 2D grid where data are laid at
random and then automatically organized. A set of ant-like agents is allowed to move in random
direction through the grid, picking up and dropping data based on their similarity degree within a
certain neighborhood. Another clustering behavior observed in ant colonies is brood sorting [13].
Where larvae are sorted in such a way that different brood stages are arranged in concentric
rings. Smaller larvae are located in the center, with larger larvae in periphery so the concentric
clusters organized. It is clear by modeling these behaviors; it can be employed directly to real
world clustering application.

3

Clustering of LIDAR Data Using Ant Colony Optimization

Ant based clustering in compare of conventional clustering methods, is much more reliable and may
overcome the shortages of traditional algorithms such as trapping in local optimum [18, 20, 31].
Clustering with ant algorithms can be robust and effective tool for clustering complex space because
ant algorithms is a population based algorithms which ants can search space completely and find
global optimum. By employing ant algorithms in clustering problem, we can benefit the ant algorithm
such as: robustness, effectiveness, finding global optimum.
Referring to two collective behaviors of ant colonies (i.e. Foraging behavior and Cemetery
Organization), several different clustering techniques have been developed based on these two
behaviors of ant colonies [8, 18, 31]. In the first method, for using foraging behavior, recast clustering
as an optimization problem then implement foraging algorithm to explore global optimum solution. In
the second case, use Cemetery Organization algorithm directly for clustering problem because the
algorithms mimic the clustering behavior in ant colonies and only data is changed.
3.1

Clustering with Ant Foraging Behavior

There are two scenarios for applying foraging behavior in clustering problem: using ACS for finding
global optimum in clustering as an optimization problem and hybridization of ACS and k-means. For
both of them we should reformulate clustering as an optimization problem and then employ ant
foraging algorithm to discover optimum solution for clustering.


Foraging based algorithm: This technique can work based on minimization of the sum of
squared distance from the mean within each cluster or maximization of separation between cluster
centres. We use sum of squared distance from the mean within each cluster as an objective
function:

,

∑

∑

∑

(4)

Where v is number of feature indicator, i shows data number, j indicates cluster number; x is data
is weight of belonging ith data to jth cluster. Consider E data with
vector; m is cluster center and
P features that our goal is portioning them into K cluster. Represent problem with E*K nodes,
which each row represent a data and columns shows cluster, ants are allowed to visit only one
node in each row and also only each raw once. By moving on the nodes, ants cluster data. By
placing ant on each node, it means in ant solution, corresponding data is assigned to a cluster
correspond to column of node. At each data, ant uses EQ (1) for selecting cluster which
pheromone is available on nodes and heuristic information is computed by distance from each
cluster center. After that ant goes to another data randomly and it uses Tabu list to prevent visiting
a data more than one. After visiting all data and completing the solution, by EQ (4) evaluation the
quality of each ant solution is done. According to their fitness, best ants which have less fitness
value are selected and their paths are reinforced by EQ (3). This process is repeated until a
termination criterion is satisfied.


Hybridization of ACS Foraging algorithm with k-means. Ant foraging behavior is a robust
algorithm and finds global optimum in clustering problem but it has slow convergence rate. On the
other hand, k-means are fast and simple but quality of this algorithm depends on initial cluster
center and may trap in local optimum. It seems by combining them, hybrid algorithm can
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overcome shortages of both methods and algorithm become fast and robust. There are several
literatures that combine this two method together in different ways [19, 28, 39]. Proposed method
starts by choosing the number of clusters and a random initial cluster center for each cluster. ACS
plays its part in assigning each pixel to a cluster. We can summarize algorithm in these steps: first
initialization phase and setting parameter is done. Then for each ant, K cluster center randomly is
selected. Next step is assigning data to cluster by foraging behavior which is done by pheromone
and heuristics information according to EQ (1). After assigning all data, new cluster center is
calculated; with new cluster center assigning data to cluster is repeated until new cluster center
convergent to old ones. For all ants this process is done and then solution of each ant is evaluated
by EQ (4), then best ants are selected. Only best ants are used to update pheromone by EQ (3).
Continue algorithm until the termination criterion is satisfied [28]. In this method several ant work
together and each of them start with different initial center and these cluster center can distribute
over search data. Using concept of k-means make algorithm fast and overcome problem of ant
foraging behavior clustering that is time consuming.
3.2

Clustering with Ant Cemetery Organization Behavior

The basic idea in this method is inspired directly from Cemetery Organization which observed in real
ant colonies [8, 11, 13]. Simulating of this behavior is done by scattering data on a 2D grid, each cell
contain only one item. Then distribute ants randomly on the grid. Each ant moves in random direction
and by local information from environment decides to pick up or drop items. Consider each ant can
carry only one item. At each time step if ant is loaded try to drop it in a cell which items in its
neighborhood is similar to the load. In contrast, if ant is unloaded try to pick up an item when it is
dissimilar to its neighbors. Now we discuss this model in more detail. In this model, 2D grid is
considered and all data and ants randomly place on it. Then ants start to move in a random direction,
if ant is free (unloaded) and faces to an item on grid, calculate similarity between that item and its
neighbor, by EQ (5) it computes the probability of picking it up.

p y

(5)

is constant,
is density of item in its neighborhood and
Where is item that ant faces to it,
. is the probability of picking item up. Intuitively, if density of data is low in its neighbor (i.e. it is not
similar to its neighbors), with high probability ant decide to pick it up, otherwise, when item is similar to
neighbors, probability of pick item up is low. Another state is when ant carries an item. In this situation,
ant moves by its step size when it reaches free cell, ant computes similarity of its load and its
neighborhood and according to EQ (6) decide to drop it or continue its way.

p y

2λ y , λ y
1, λ y

γ
γ

(6)

Where
is an item that is carried by ant,
is constant parameter and
. is the probability of
works as a threshold, if similarity of load with ant neighbors is more than
dropping item. Parameter
threshold ant certainly drop it, otherwise the probability of dropping by EQ (6) is computed. If item
which is carried by ant is dissimilar to neighbors, probability of dropping becomes less.
Ants continue moving, picking up and dropping by above rules. After maximum iteration, algorithm
stops and result can be evaluated. In this algorithm there are several parameters have to be set, such
as: grid size, number of ants, local density, and neighborhood size. These parameters have direct
effect on convergence of solution. Boryczka suggest some relation between number of data and value
of parameter [8]. There are several modifies to this algorithm, it uses some change like: different
moving speed, short term memory, different distance memory, different pick up or dropping probability,
etc [13].

4

Experimental Investigations

The airborne LIDAR data used in our experimental investigations have been recorded with TopScan's
Airborne Laser Terrain Mapper system ALTM 1225, [35]. The data are recorded in area of Rheine in
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Table 1. Parameterrs used in clus
stering of LIDA
AR data
A
Algorithm

Paramete
ers

Valu
ue

Foraging
algorithm

Number of ants

100
0

Number of be
est ants

10
0

Number of ite
erations

100
0

Cemetery
Organization

Number of ants
Grid size
Neighborhoo
od size

150
0
500*5
500
5*5
5
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The output of applied four algorithms for clustering of the data sets into three clusters (ground, tree,
and building) is depicted in Figure 2. Figures (2a) to (2d) show the clustering result of k-means (KM),
Foraging based clustering, hybridization of foraging and k-means and Cemetery Organization
algorithms in residential area, respectively. Building class regions are highlighted in red and vegetation
class regions in green color. Figures (2e) to (2h) show the clustering result of k-means (KM), Foraging
based clustering, hybridization of foraging and k-means and Cemetery Organization algorithms in
industrial area, respectively

a (KM)

b (Foraging)

c (Foraging/KM)

d(Cemetery)

e (KM)

f (Foraging)

g (Foraging/KM)

h(Cemetery)

Fig. 2.. Clustering results of different techniques in residential and industrial area

4.1

Accuracy Assessment

Comparative studies on clustering algorithms are difficult due to lack of universally agreed upon
quantitative performance evaluation measures. In this paper, confusion matrix used to evaluate the
true labels and the labels returned by the clustering algorithms as the quality assessment measure.
Given some ground truth the relation between the ''true'' classes and the classification result can be
quantified. With the clusters the same principle can be applied. Mostly a much bigger number of
clusters is then related to the given ground truth classes to examine the quality of the clustering
algorithm. From the confusion matrix we calculate the Kappa Coefficient [10]. The accuracy
measurements showing above, namely, the overall accuracy, producer’s accuracy, and user’s
accuracy, though quite simple to use, are based on either the principal diagonal, columns, or rows of
the confusion matrix only, which does not use the information from the whole confusion matrix. A
multivariate index called the Kappa coefficient has found favor [34]. The Kappa coefficient uses all of
the information in the confusion matrix in order for the chance allocation of labels to be taken into
consideration. The Kappa coefficient is defined by:

k

N∑
N

∑
∑

(7)

In this equation, k is the Kappa coefficient, r is the number of columns (and rows) in a confusion
matrix, xii is entry (i, i) of the confusion matrix, xi+ and x+i are the marginal totals of row i and column j,
respectively, and N is the total number of observations [34].
Table 2 shows the confusion matrix and Kappa coefficient of k-means and three proposed algorithms
clustering in residential dataset. The Error matrix and Kappa coefficient of k-means and proposed
algorithms clustering in industrial dataset presented in Table 3.
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T
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Conclusion

This paper presented the capability of ant based optimization methods in clustering of LIDAR data. By
modeling foraging and cemetery organization behavior of ant colony and implementation of them in
clustering problem, we improved the clustering potential in the complex urban area. Important note in
using ant colony optimization for clustering problem is optimum determination of parameters which
have direct effect on efficiency of computation. By choosing appropriate parameters value, ant based
algorithms may obtain much more reliable and efficient results in comparing of other traditional
clustering methods. As finding the optimum parameters of ant colony optimization is time consuming
and dependent to the skill of expert operator, further investigations need for automatic determination
of ant colony optimization’s parameters.
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